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addition, any person who possesses a machine gun or a silencer, without a license, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.\(^6\)


\(^7\) NEv. Rev. Stat. § 202.350 3 (1987) (amended by 1989 Nev. Stat. ch. 309, sec. 1, at —) (subsequent offenses are classified as felonies and must be punished by one to six years in prison and may be fined up to $5,000).

### Crimes; murder—child abuse


AB 782 (Garner); 1989 STAT. Ch. 408

Chapter 408 amends existing law to provide that a murder committed by an act of child abuse is first degree murder.\(^1\)

Under existing law, murder can be first degree murder if it is committed in the perpetration or attempted perpetration of certain felonies.\(^2\) Chapter 408 adds sexual abuse of a child to the list of predicate felonies.\(^3\)
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